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Remark 12: Reference [16] provides results combining nonlinear
observers with the techniques of this paper to perform output tracking.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We solved the output tracking problem for nonlinear discrete-time
systems through stable inversion. Given a bounded time sequence for
the output to track, we reduced the stable inversion problem to finding
bounded solutions of a driven dynamical system (equation). We clas-
sified all bounded solutions of the equation in terms of a difference
equation. We stated a result giving sufficient conditions under which
the difference equation is solvable via a Picard process.
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Addendum to “ -Stability and Local Input–Output
Stability Results”

Henri Bourlès

Index Terms—Extended space, local input–output stability, local small
gain theorem, resolution Hilbet space, Sobolev space.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the above paper,1 a Sobolev space denoted asW was used in place
of the well-known Lebesgue spaceL2 for obtaining local input–output
stability results, in particular a local version of the small gain theorem
and of the passivity theorem. For stability studies, this space had to
be “extended.” It was claimed1 that the signal spaceW has no classic
extension. It is shown here that such an extension exists provided that
the general notion of “extended resolution space” is used. This makes it
possible to improve the results of Section II1 and to clarify the relations
between the extended spacesWe; L2;e, andL1;e.

II. THE SPACEWn AND ITS EXTENSION

A. Definition ofWn

The spaceWn is the set of functionsx: + ! n such thatx
and its distributional-derivative_x belong toLn

2 andx(0) = 0. [Note
that whenn = 1;Wn is often denoted byH1

0 (
) in the mathematical
literature, with
 = (0;+1); we do not use this notation to avoid
a confusion with Hardy spaces.] The norm ofx in Wn is kxkW =
(kxk22 + k _xk22)

1=2, wherek�k2 is the norm inLn
2 . Equipped with the

inner product associated with this norm,Wn is a Hilbert space.
Note that every function inWn is absolutely continuous [1], hence

it is not necessary to add this assumption as in the paper.1

B. Wn Viewed as a Resolution Hilbert Space

The followingresolution of the identity[2] (ET )T�0 can be defined
overWn:

For any functionx 2 Wn; ETx is the function defined as follows:
consider first the setA consisting of functionsy such that

y(t) = x(t); 0 � t � T: (1)

A is a closed convex subset ofWn, hence zero has a unique projection
uponA; by definition, this projection isETx and it is the function
which minimizeskykW among all functionsy satisfying (1).

Proposition 1: ETx is the function defined byETx(t) = x(t) for
0 � t � T andETx(t) = x(T )eT�t for t > T .

Proof: Sety = ETx. This function minimizes 1
T
(ky(t)k2 +

k _y(t)k2)dt. From the Euler–Lagrange equation,y is a solution of the
differential equation�y � y = 0. In addition,y vanishes at infinity and
is such thaty(T ) = x(T ).

Remark: If the same rationale is applied inL2, the resolution of
the identity then obtained is the usualtruncation operatorPT . This
operator cannot be used inW becausePTx does not belong toW if
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x(T ) is nonzero. Based on this remark, it was erroneously claimed1

thatWn has no usual extension.
From Proposition 1 one obtains the following result.
Proposition 2: The norm ofETx in Wn is

kETxkW = kxk22;T + k _xk22;T + kx(T )k2
1=2

(1)

where k�k2;T denotes the seminorm inLn2;e defined byk�k2;T =
kPT �k2.

Setk�kW;T := kET � kW (and notice the difference with the defi-
nition of k�k2;T ). The family(k�kW;T )T�0 is a nondecreasing family
of seminorms; it defines overWn a topologyT which is strictly finer
than the one defined by the normk�kW [because if a sequence(xp)p�0
of Wn is such thatkxpkW tends to zero, thenkxpkW;T tends to zero
for everyT � 0, but not conversely]. In accordance with [2], we take
the following definition.

Definition 1: The extended resolution spaceWn
e is the completion

of (Wn; T ).
In other words,Wn

e is the set of functionsx such thatETx belongs
toWn for everyT � 0;Wn

e is equipped with the family of seminorms
(k�kW;T )T�0 and is complete for the associated topology (so thatWn

e

is a Fréchet space).

III. RELATIONS BETWEENVARIOUS EXTENDED RESOLUTIONSPACES

The following replaces Proposition 1.1

Proposition 3: Let x 2 Wn
e . Then for everyT � 0 the following

inequality holds:

kxk1;T � kxkW;T : (2)

The proof is similar to that of Proposition,1 taking into account the
new expression (1). TakingT !1, one obtains the inclusionWn �
Ln1 and the inequality

kxk1 � kxkW :

Similarly, the following result improves Proposition 2;1 in addition,
it clarifies the relation betweenLn2;e andWn

e . Let KKK be the causal
convolution operator with transfer matrixKKK(s) = (1 + s)�1In.

Proposition 4: KKK is an extended resolution space-isomorphism
from Ln2;e onto Wn

e . More specifically,KKK is one-to-one fromLn2;e
ontoWn

e andkKKKxkW;T = kxk2;T .

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Compared with Lebesgue spaces (especiallyL2), the Sobolev space
W is somewhat particular in that it contains only differentiable func-
tions (in the sense of distributions). The consequence is that, in place of
the usual truncation operatorPT , the resolution of the identity which
has to be used is another operatorET . Equipped with this operator,W
can be “extended” in a classic manner. As shown by Propositions 3 and
4, the extended spaceWe has nice relations with the extended spaces
L2;e andL1;e. Part II of the paper should be replaced by the above
approach whereas the rest of the paper can be left unchanged.
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Stable Adaptive Control for Nonlinear Multivariable
Systems with a Triangular Control Structure

S. S. Ge, C. C. Hang, and T. Zhang

Abstract—A stable adaptive controller is developed for a class of non-
linear multivariable systems using nonlinearly parametrized function ap-
proximators. By utilizing the system triangular property, integral-type Lya-
punov functions are introduced for deriving the control structure and adap-
tive laws without the need of estimating the “decoupling matrix” of the
multivariable nonlinear system. It is shown that stability of the adaptive
closed-loop system is guaranteed, and transient performance is analytically
quantified by mean square and tracking error bound criteria.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, function approximation, Lyapunov
function, multivariable systems, stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen many significant developments in adaptive
control for single-input/single-output (SISO) nonlinear systems. For
multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) nonlinear systems, due to the cou-
plings among various inputs and outputs, the control problem is more
complex and few results are available in the literature. One of the major
difficulties comes from the uncertainty in the input coupling matrix.
Based on feedback linearization techniques, a variety of adaptive con-
trollers have been proposed for linearizable systems (e.g., [1]–[6]). In
these methods, for removing the couplings of system inputs, an es-
timate of the “decoupling matrix” is usually needed and required to
be invertible during parameter adaptation. Therefore, additional efforts
have to be made to avoid the possible singularity problem when cal-
culating the inverse of the estimated decoupling matrix. For example,
the projection algorithm was applied in [1] to keep the estimated pa-
rameters inside a feasible set in which the singularity problem does
not occur. Although such a projection is a standard technique in linear
adaptive control, it usually requiresa priori knowledge for the feasible
parameter set, and no systematic procedure is available for constructing
such a set for a general plant [22]. In fact, even for SISO adaptive
nonlinear control, solving the control singularity problem is far from
trivial (see [12] and the references therein). For MIMO nonlinear sys-
tems, there is no effective scheme available at the present stage. As
an alternative approach, a neural control design proposed in [2], [3]
suggested that the initial values of neural network (NN) weights are
chosen sufficiently close to the ideal values such that the inverse of the
estimated decoupling matrix always exists and, therefore, an off-line
training phase for NN’s is necessary before the controller is put into
the closed-loop system. In [6], an interesting adaptive controller was
developed for multi-input parametric pure-feedback nonlinear systems.
Global stability and convergence of the tracking errors were achieved
for all initial parameter estimates lying in an open neighborhood of the
true parameter space. For a special class of MIMO nonlinear plants,
rigid robot systems, adaptive neural network control has been proposed
based on energy-type Lyapunov functions in [11], [15].

As mentioned earlier, the couplings that exist among the inputs and
outputs of MIMO nonlinear systems are the main difficulty in mul-
tivariable adaptive control. For systems without any input coupling,
decentralized adaptive controllers were presented for a class of non-
linear systems with state interconnections [7]–[9]. Global stability and
asymptotic tracking were obtained in [7], [8], provided that the system
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